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BY DOREEN SEAMON
for The Dominion Post

Gifting assets to your
grandchildren can help your
descendants get a good start
in life and you can have the
pleasure of enjoying them
using the gift while you are

living, but there may also be drawbacks as
well.

   There are several ways that you may gift to
your grandchild:

  n  You can give the grandchild an outright
gift. Perhaps the simplest option is to give the
grandchild an outright gift. You may give each
grandchild up to $17,000 a year (in 2023)
without having to report the gifts. If you’re
married, both you and your spouse can make
such gifts. In addition, the gifts will not count
as taxable income to your grandchildren
(although the earnings on the gifts if they are
invested will be taxed).

  n You can pay for educational and medical
costs for your grandchildren. There’s no limit
on these gifts as long as you pay the school or

medical provider directly.

 n You can make gifts to a custodial account
that parents can establish for a minor child.

   n You can transfer money into a trust estab-
lished to benefit a grandchild.

   n You can use a 529 account to earmark
funds for the higher education of a grand-
child.

   n You can use other gift vehicles like IRAs
and savings bonds.

   But there are often serious drawbacks to
many options for giving gifts to grandchil-
dren:

   n You may have no control of the funds (or
lose control after a certain point).

   n It could adversely affect your eligibility for
needs-based benefits such as long-term care
Medicaid due to “look back periods” regarding
gifts

   n The money could also affect a grand-

child’s eligibility for financial aid.

   n Depending on the type of custodial
account, the grandchild could have access to
the account at age 18 or 21.

   n Problems may arise from your premature
death.

   n There may not be tax or estate planning
advantages especially given the current high
estate tax exemption.

   The trust option overcomes many of these
issues because it can be designed to reflect
your express wishes about when the income
and principal will be available to the grand-
child, and even how the funds will be spent.

   A trust is a legal arrangement through which
one person (or an institution, such as a bank),
called a “trustee,” holds legal title to property
for another person, called a “b e n e f i c i a r y. ” The
rules or instructions under which the trustee
operates are set out in the trust instrument.
Trusts have one set of beneficiaries during
their lives and another set — often their
children — who begin to benefit only after the

first group of beneficiaries has died. The first
are often called “life beneficiaries” and the
second “remaindermen.”

   A trust that is created by your will is referred
to as a testamentary trust. In contrast, an inter
vivos trust, starts during your lifetime. (In
Latin, “inter vivos” means “between the liv-
ing.”) You create an inter vivos trust now, and
it exists while you are alive.

   In order for you or your beneficiaries to
properly benefit from a trust, however, certain
restrictions apply. These trusts are complex
legal documents and should not be set up
without the help of an experienced attorney.
As a result, the chief downside of such trusts
is the cost of establishing and maintaining
them.

To determine the best way to provide for
your grandchildren, contact your estate plan-
ning attorney.

Doreen L. Seamon, J.D. is an attorney with
Seamon Law Offices PLLC. Her experience
includes elder care and estate planning. She writes
a regular column for Senior Post. Contact her at
columns@dominionpost.com.
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Metro Creative Connection
   
   As long as there have been homes for sale,
there have been financial vehicles designed
to alleviate some of the financial pressures
associated with owning a home. A reverse
mortgage is another way homeowners can
borrow money based on the value of their
homes, but it doesn’t need to be repaid as
long as those individuals are still living in their
residences.

Eligibility and basics

The Federal Trade Commission’s Con-
sumer Advice says a reverse mortgage is an
option for those age 62 or older who can
borrow money based on their equity, or how
much money one could get for the home if
sold after what is owed on the mortage is paid
off. At least one owner must live in the house
most of the year. Reverse mortgages may be
paid as a cash lump sum, as a monthly
income or as a line of credit that enables the
homeowner to decide how much is desired
and when.

Determining eligibility

There is a misconception that a loan that
requires no monthly repayment of principal or
interest will not come with any eligibility con-
siderations. Premier Reverse Mortgage says
there are some things to know before doing
reverse mortgages. To prevent homeowners
using reverse mortgages to avoid downsizing
due to financial shortcomings, certain eli-
gibility parameters must be met, including a
credit history analysis, income requirements,
age requirement, and property stipulations.
These criteria may differ from lender to
l e n d e r.

Differences between traditional
mortgages and reverse mortgages

Unlike a traditional mortgage where pay-
ments are made to principal and interest and
the balance goes down over time, with a
reverse mortgage, borrowers do not make any
payments right away. The loan balance goes
up over time and the loan is repaid when the
borrower no longer lives in the home. The
homeowners or their heirs will eventually have
to pay back the loan, usually by selling the
home. However, as the loan balance increases,
the home equity decreases with a reverse
mortgage. This can affect a surviving spouse or
other family members. The FTC advises home-
owners to confirm the reverse mortgage has a
“non-recourse” clause, which means that the
borrower or the borrower’s estate cannot owe
more than the value of the home when the loan
becomes due and the home is sold.

Additional considerations

Due to fees and other requirements, a
reverse mortgage may be a more expensive
way to borrow money. Other ways to borrow
against equity may be a better fit, such as a
home equity line of credit. Furthermore, since
reverse mortgages are for older adults, scams
are prevalent. Some include contractors who
approach seniors about getting a reverse
mortgage to pay for repairs, or scams tar-
geting veterans.

   Borrowers considering reverse mortgages
should first speak with a qualified financial
planner. Homeowners in the United States
can access information through the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bureau. All
options, costs and interest rate information
should be confirmed before signing on the
dotted line.
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   Driving is a responsibility that should never
be taken lightly. Estimates from the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency indicate the
average small car weighs around 2,500
pounds and the average large car weighs
about 4,200 pounds, while SUVs and trucks
can weigh as much as 6,000 pounds. The
weight of cars underscore just how dangerous
the roads can be when fast-moving vehicles
are being driven by drivers whose focus or
physical abilities have been compromised.

 Lack of focus and physical issues can
affect drivers of all ages, but the National
Institute on Aging notes that age-related
changes can alter a person’s ability to drive.
Older adults will not necessarily experience
physical and cognitive issues that can affect
their ability to safely operate a motor vehicle.
However, the NIA reports that certain vari-
ables that tend to affect older adults could
compromise their ability to drive.

   n Muscle/joint stiffness and weakness:
Aging can cause muscle and joint stiffness
and weaken muscles. Arthritis is a common
condition among older adults and the National
Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and
Skin Diseases reports that swelling in the
joints is one of the more common symptoms
associated with the condition. Stiffness,
weakness and swelling in the joints can make
it harder for drivers to turn their heads, effec-
tively steer their vehicles and brake safely.

   n Diminishing eyesight: Strong eyesight
is essential to safe driving. As drivers get

older, changes in their eyesight can make it
harder to see pedestrians, fellow motorists,
animals on roadways, and any movements
outside of their direct line of sight. In fact, the
Optometrists Network reports that aging has
been shown to cause a loss of peripheral
vision by one to three degrees for every
decade of life. The NIA urges drivers 60 and
older to schedule a dilated eye exam every
one to two years. Certain issues affecting
drivers’ vision might be fixable, while others
may result in avoiding driving at certain times
of day, such as at night and when the sun is at
its brightest, or giving up driving entirely.

  n Diminishing hearing: Similar to dimin-
ishing eyesight, hearing loss, even if it’s com-
plete hearing loss, can affect a driver’s ability
to drive safely. Drivers must be able to hear
horns and sirens from other vehicles as well as
any noises coming from their own cars that
could indicate a problem with the vehicle.

   n Medications: Data from the health policy
research organization KFF indicates 89 per-
cent of adults 65 and older are currently taking
a prescription medicine. Medications often
produce side effects that can compromise a
driver ’s ability to drive safely. Such effects
include drowsiness, lightheadedness and
diminished alertness. Aging drivers should
discuss medication side effects with their
physicians and what, if anything, they can do
to counter the effects of a given prescription
on their driving abilities.

   A host of age-related variables can affect
older motorists’ ability to drive safely. More
information is available at nia.nih.gov.
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BY IRENE MARINELLI
for The Dominion Post

“It’s paradoxical that living
a long life appeals to every-
one, but the idea of getting old
doesn’t appeal to anyone.”

               ~ Andy Rooney

   As children we waited impatiently for every
birthday, for gifts, parties, for growing up and
finally entering that mysterious adult world.
As we leave our middle years and begin to lift
the curtain on aging, the birthdays seem to
come much faster than in our youth. We’d like
to somehow slow down time, that nebulous
concept that ticks off the months and years of
our living.

   Certainly, there are losses connected with
aging, especially when we reach our 70s and
80s. However, there are a lot of things to be
said for growing older, especially when we

consider the alternative. We are alive and
hoping to stay that way for many more
years!

   There are definitely some burdens that
come with aging. Let’s consider the down-
side, the losses that can depress us if we
focus on them too long. First of all there’s
change. Most of us aren’t great fans of
change. It can be difficult and is often unex-
pected and uninvited. Our bodies change for
sure. We lose muscle tone, energy, vitality,
while we gain a host of wrinkles that seems to
multiply every time we look in the mirror. We
may have to take some time to recall words
during a conversation, which can be very
annoying. Probably for most of us the great-
est loss as we grow older is the loss of friends
and even people in our family who have left
this life.

   There are definitely things we enjoyed in our
youth that we can no longer do. We’re prob-

ably not about to fly downhill on a sled or skis.
Perhaps, if we’re in good shape, we can still
hike, but now we tend to choose a level trail,
rather than taking on hiking a high hill or
mountain climbing. Even if we find ourselves
in poor health as we approach old age, it’s
good to remember the incredible innovations
in medicine that have come to us over the past
few decades. Medical science is constantly
finding new ways to keep us alive, keep us
healthy and active in our later years.

   Along with the burdens and losses, we can
definitely see some good things about aging,
if we take the time to look. We need to own
and acknowledge these perks. For one thing,
there is freedom. We have retired, unbinding
ourselves from commitments we had to make
on the job. We have the freedom to follow our
own direction in using the hours of our days.
Now comes the opportunity for learning new
skills, for becoming more involved in our
community, if that’s the direction in which we

want to go.

   As we age, our priorities change and,
hopefully, wisdom comes to walk beside us.
Now there is gratitude for every day we are
alive; for waking to a new morning, for being
able to breathe, walk, and think. These are
true gifts, most likely taken for granted in our
youth. We are more grateful for the people we
love than ever before, realizing how fleeting is
our time with them. We have a deeper accep-
tance of ourselves, of who we are, our values,
strengths and talents. We care less about
what others think of us; instead going our own
way armed with a new self-reliance. The poet
writes, “Grow old along with me! The best is
yet to be.” If our focus is positive, and we
determine to live each day to the fullest, we
can take those words to heart.

Irene Marinelli writes a regular column for Senior
Post. Contact her at columns@dominionpost.com.
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   One need not look long or far to be reminded
of the importance of saving for retirement.
Indeed, it’s hard to go a single day without
encountering roadside billboards, television
and streaming service advertisements, and/or
promotional emails touting the retirement
planning services offered by an assortment of
investment firms. If those adds seem ubiq-
uitous, it’s for good reason, as saving for
retirement is among the most important steps
individuals can take as they look to ensure
their long-term financial security.

 Despite the widely accepted significance
of retirement planning, studies indicate that
many people are behind on saving and aware
that they’re behind. According to a recent
survey from the online financial resource
Bankrate, 55% of respondents indicated they
are behind on their retirement saving. In
addition, a Gallup poll released in May 2023
indicated that just 43% of nonretirees think
they will have enough money to live com-
fortably in retirement. The good news for
individuals who are behind or concerned
about their financial wellness in retirement is
that three strategies can help them catch up
on their savings.

   1. Take advantage of catch-up rules if you
qualify. Laws governing retirement accounts
in the United States allow individuals 50 and
older to contribute more to their retirement
accounts than they’re eligible to contribute
prior to turning 50. Bankrate notes that current
laws allow individuals over 50 to contribute an
extra $1,000 per year to a traditional or Roth

IRA and an extra $7,500 annually to a 401(k),
403(b) or 457(b) account. In Canada, indi-
viduals can contribute the maximum to a
Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP).
According to the National Bank of Canada,
individuals can contribute up to 18% of their
annual income to an RRSP, and those con-
tributions are deducted from taxable income.
That means individuals are potentially saving
more for down the road and paying less in
taxes today.

   2. Itemize your tax deductions. The online
financial resource Investopedia notes that
taking the standard deduction is not for every-
one. Individuals with significant amounts of
mortgage interest, business-related
expenses that are not reimbursed by an
employer, and/or charitable donations may
lower their tax obligation by itemizing their
deductions. That reduction in tax obligation
allows individuals to redirect those funds to
their retirement accounts.

   3. Cut back on discretionary spending.
Perhaps the simplest, though not necessarily
the easiest, way to catch up on retirement
savings is to redirect funds typically spent on
discretionary expenses like dining out or
travel into retirement accounts. One way to
feel better about this approach is to remind
yourself that the less money spent on dining
out and travel now means more money will be
available to spend on such luxuries in retire-
ment.

   Three simple strategies make it easier to
catch up on retirement savings.
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NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
CARDIAC CARE

IS CLOSE TO HOME

at J.W. Ruby Memorial Hospital

With superior clinical outcomes in heart bypass surgery and 
heart valve surgery, nationally ranked cardiac surgery is now 

closer than ever to your home.

Named one of the 50 best hospitals for cardiac surgery in the United States 
by HealthGrades in 2023.

Listed by HealthGrades in the Top 10% of cardiac surgery programs in 2023.

Recipient of the Healthgrades 2023 Cardiac Surgery Excellence Award.

HealthGrades Five-Star Recipient for Valve Surgery in 2023.

HealthGrades Five-Star Recipient for Treatment of Heart Attack in 2023.

HealthGrades Five-Star Recipient for Treatment of Heart Failure
for 2 Years in a Row (2022-2023)To learn more, visit WVUMedicine.org/Cardiac

Your heart care’s a choice.
Choose the best.
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